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Myths and Enabling Fictions of 'Origin'
in the Editing of Shakespeare
The debate in NTQ about editing Shakespeare has engaged with the practices embodied
in recent scholarly projects from the Oxford Complete Works (1986) to the continuing
'Shakespearean Originals' series. The issues raised have been philosophical, concerning
the nature of authorial subjectivity, and practical, concerning the interventions made by
editors in manifestly corrupt or incomplete texts. Here, Gabriel Egan surveys the progress
of the debate and responds in detail to Andrew Spong's defence in NTQ 45 of the principles
embodied in the 'Shakespearean Originals' series. Rejecting Spong's claim that editorial
interference cannot be justified and that early printed texts must be 'cordoned off', Egan
argues the necessity of explained interference based on 'enabling fictions' of authorial
intention. Since all textual transmission is necessarily mediation, he argues that scrupulous
explication of interference is called for, and that this is lacking in the 'Shakespearean
Originals' produced to date. Gabriel Egan is completing a PhD on Shakespearean original
staging at the Shakespeare Institute in Stratford-on-Avon.
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14
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Having silently skipped over Campbell and
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avoid this kind of error he advocates a new

text inevitably leads. If the editors were to

approach to textual reproduction:

abandon this fetish they might reasonably
revise their 'General Introduction' and give

All that we can do is place a cordon around each
version of each text, deliberately keeping the
individual Quarto and Folio editions apart rather
than attempting to unite them, a principle
practically and theoretically instantiated in the
19
'Shakespearean Originals' series.

the date of the revision. Their decision to
silently alter their source, in effect conflating
Chambers's text with their own translation
of

'streiiwine

Dachhaus', is intellectually

indefensible.
The 'myth of origin' is indeed a powerful

If Spong believes this, then his conjectural

one. It is typified for Spong by the recent

emendation of Chambers must be rejected

statement of the MLA Committee on the

as impermissible, since the absence of any

Future of the Print Record that 'the future of

underlying texts for the extant print ver

humanistic study depends on the preser

sions of this work must necessitate the

vation

placing of a cordon around them. Or per

forms cannot fully substitute for the actual

of

original

material',

since

'new

haps he would 'confine all such editorial

physical objects in which those earlier texts

speculation to the critical apparatus' 20 of his

were embodied at particular past times'.22

edition of Chambers, as the editorial policy

Spong responds that 'it is frankly difficult to

of

the

'Shakespearean

Originals'

would

require. It would be an unreadable edition.
The 'General Introduction' which prefaces
each volume of the 'Shakespearean Originals'

believe that this will always be the case, if
indeed it still is', since information tech
nology is rapidly providing new means of
reproduction.2 3

series has itself undergone silent revision by

Spong has failed t o notice that infor

Holderness and Loughrey. In volumes pub

mation technology is only one aspect of

lished since 1995, the wording of Platter's

scientific development, and future scholars

account has been altered so that what was

are likely to have tools of which we cannot

'strewn roof-house' now

dream for testing

reads

'thatched

playhouse'. 21 Holderness and Loughrey still

the

surviving printed

versions. As fast as technology produces

attribute their quotation to Campbell and

new means of reproduction it provides fresh

Reader's Encyclopedia of Shakespeare,

reasons why the originals must be pre

which contains no such phrase. Hence the

served. Scholars like Malone felt free to

error is enlarged, not reduced, since it now

write on the documents they were studying

Quinn's

includes misquotation of source. Yet the

because the only technology available to

'General Introduction' is not separately dated

reproduce them was manual transcription,

in each volume, and its copyright date is still

which would filter out their additions. Had

given as 1992, that of the earlier version.

Malone known that his marks would be

This 'General Introduction' must qualify

come familiar to scholars the world over, by

as an over-determined collaborative text, its

means of photofacsimile, he undoubtedly

limitations

would not have made them.

and

errors

being

necessarily

symptomatic of the cultural conditions un

To affirm his mastery of information tech

der which it was produced. If they stick to

nology Spong offers three Uniform Resource

their principles, Holderness and Loughrey

Locators (URLs) which point to pages on the

cannot correct future impressions without

World Wide Web which have Shakespeare

falling into the delusion of 'the recupera

related content. Within three weeks of pub

bility of the authorial consciousness', in this

lication of his article two of the three URLs

case their own. Once the slip concerning the

were invalid, even when one conjecturally

Platter account was drawn to their intention,

emends 'indxe.html' to 'index.html'. At least

intellectual honesty would require that they

one of the URLs, 'http:/ /veslOl.uni-muen

merely footnote their earlier error.
It is to such absurdities that the fetish
izing of particular print manifestations of

ster', is manifestly incomplete since it lacks
a top-level domain which would be either
a country code

(probably

'de', meaning
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'Germany') or an international domain name

Such forms of cultural production are the

(for example 'edu', meaning 'education') that

means

takes the place of a country code. Spong

superstructure exerts influence upon the

by

which

the

cultural-ideological

may claim that his URLs have been corrup

economic structure from which it arises.

ted by the printer, and I would be prepared

Without this principle of reciprocity, Marxist

to accept this explanation, but again the

cultural theory degenerates into a model of

principle of over-determination would stand

mere 'reflection' and 'determination'.

in the way of correction.

One can only

Spong sees the new critical strategies of

assume that Spong, as it was once joked of

the 1980s as having 'risen to occupy a posi

Derrida, is obliged on principle to make no

tion of dominance',27 but I suggest that at
best these strategies are still, to use another

marks on his proofs.
There is a further problem with his use of
printed

text to

disseminate

these

URLs.

of Raymond Williams's terms, 'pre-emer
gent'. If anything the concern to account for

Having commented that it is ironic that the

extant texts and edit them with concern both

MLA committee's statement about original

for contemporary dramatic practice and the

materials 'was disseminated via electronic

active intellectual labour of the dramatists

mail',2 4 Spong displays an equally ironic

shown by the Oxford edition is part of,

lack of understanding of the Internet, and

rather than a reaction to, the shift towards

especially the World Wide Web. The print

materialism in the 1970s and 1980s.
The

medium is not a good place to pass on URLs
since it is in the nature of the Web that pages

'Shakespearean

Originals'

series

removes the dramatist's ideals from the

come and go, sites are reorganized and

process and locates a spurious authority in

moved, and generally nothing stays the

the early printed texts themselves. This is

same for very long. A scholarly article,

a

which in the case of

New Theatre Quarterly

decidedly

un-Marxist

rejection

of

the

recoverable active labour of the working

might not appear until a year after it is

dramatist, and amounts to a fetishizing of

written, is possibly the least appropriate

print. Stanley Wells stood firm against the
intention

place to disseminate URLs.

of

Oxford

University

Press to

In an attack on the squeamishness about

describe their edition as 'definitive' because

'fiscal matters' shown by Chambers, Spong

he holds the conviction that all texts are

quotes his comment that the Shakespeare

actively mediated and historically situated,

quartos were published by persons 'among

and hence such a label would be misleading.

whom shifting business relations seem to

The 'Shakespearean Originals' series is in

have

danger of representing itself as an unmedi

existed, and

some

of

whose

pro

ceedings, from a literary and probably also

ated

from a commercial point of view, were

ignorance, of press variants belies this self

discreditable'.25 Spong rejects such disdain

flattery.

reproduction, but its conflation, or

for sharp practice and asserts that 'a play's

Spong's quotation of irrelevant passages

use value was equivalent to its exchange

from Marxist texts does not help either the

value alone, for over and above everything

advancement of the particular critical stra

else it was a commodity'.26

tegies which he supports, or the case for

The danger of this apparently Marxist

minimal editing of early printed texts. He

position is that it comes very close to a right

begins with a quotation from Marx's 'A

wing

laissez-faire notion of use value. Plays

Contribution

to

the

Critique

of

Hegel's

are unlike other commodities such as coal

Philosophy of Right', which he summarizes

and steel in that they embody human self

as 'indignation and denunciation are charac

contemplation. Because they construct dra

teristic

matic worlds which to some degree mirror

criticism]'.28 If the 'Shakespearean Originals'

of

this

class

of

writing

[i.e.,

and yet simultaneously stand apart from the

series is criticized for its fetishizing of early

world we perceive as our own, plays have a

printed texts, this is only to be expected

use value that exceeds their exchange value.

since Marx predicted it.
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This

does

not

take

us

very

far,

but

Spong's citations of authority are not really
intended to. As with his quotation of the

Annales and the spurious claim of instability
in the referent 'the Globe Theatre', Spong's
quotations of

Marxist texts throw up

a

smokescreen to give the impression that
Posener's lucid and straightforward objec
tions to Holderness and Loughrey's work
were naive.
In the current period of rapid change in
means of textual reproduction, there is a
pressing need to update Marxist cultural
theory, and, were he alive, a scholar such
as Raymond Williams would no doubt be
engaged upon it. Instead Spong offers a
scatter-gun

approach

of

quoting

widely

from irrelevant sacred scripture (especially
the

ever-prescient

against all

Lenin)

charges. Under

as

a

the

defence
guise

of

deconstructing a 'myth of origin' which, in
this context at least, is non-existent, Spong
attempts to refute all of Posener's accusa
tions, from a simple, excusable, error of
scholarly judgement (using Chambers rather
than Schanzer), right through to the wholly
unjustifiable shirking of difficult editorial
work on early printed texts. The educational
and scholarly value of the 'Shakespearean
Originals' series of diplomatic reprints of
early

quartos is diminished by the self

misrepresentation of the project.
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